TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
Either it assumed with a perfectly commonplace air that at any
moment you, yes you yourself, would be mixed up with crashing
walls, blazing houses, men overhead literally doing their best to
kill you and die men and women and children round you; smashed
bodies, bleeding heads—half a minute left to dash to the rescue
and pull someone out—less than half a minute—every ambulance
gone—then an emergency tourniquet, quick! Take no notice when
that roof has just fallen in. Send a message, it's vital, for the
emergency squad. Never mind that delayed action bomb, it may
not explode yet!. *.
An A.R.P. lecture: dear me, that must be a very dull subject!
Nothing is static, and least of all our sense of values. We are
cleaning out the Augean Stables with a vengeance, though I suspect
from domestic experience nowadays that what they wanted for
the Augean Stables was not Hercules, but a daily help for two hours
every morning. For nowhere have these values been so tragi-
comically upset and then subconsciously re-organized, as over die
question of running a house* It was in 1941 that I received a
printed amendment slip stuck on to a form from a Registry Office,
with die solemn statement of a huge but necessary increase of fees
for supplying "second and under-housemaids, kitchen, scullery
and between-maids and footmen**. No increase, you may have
noticed, for the lordly ones (how beautiful they were): for the
butlers, housekeepers, upper housemaids and chefs. The little
people have come into their own at last; and the ietween-maid
so rare and costly—between what-and-what would she function,
glamorous and madly expensive, in this fourth year of the war *
As for catering, nowadays, the situation is entirely covered by
the old saying: "If we had some ham we'd have ham and
eggs if we had some eggs!"
In mid-January, 1943, my secretary entered in some excitement!
She had seen a bit of rhubarb lying in a road in Mayfair, and
following the trail, discovered that eventually, by more scatterings
of rhubarb, it led hex to a small and hitherto unknown greengrocer's
where she was able to buy the precious fruit itself (or should it be
vegetable 5 Or is rhubarb one of those borderline growths, a
product of the kitchen-garden; Waiferage j). With this bulletin,
she interrupted a telephone conversation in a not dissimilar strain
between Marguerite Steen and myself: less a dialogue between
two novelists than between two ardent trappers in a primitive land.
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